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A major area of interest in computation complexity is the development of lower bounds on 
the simultaneous resource requirements of algorithmic solutions to a particular problem. 
Significant relationships can exist between the various parameters influencing the cost of 
computing such as a tradeoff, for which it is impossible to achieve two resource values 
simultaneously. A new type of tradeoff is introduced that relates the resources of circuit size 
and space for certain oblivious algorithms. It is demonstrated that for graphs associated with 
the problems of oblivious merging and pattern matching, restricting the minimal space 
necessary to compute outputs implies that the graphs have nonoptimal size. These results are 
direct consequences of a more general result relating the depth and path length of a binary 
tree to its space requirement. 
One of the fundamental issues in theoretical computer science is the determination 
of bounds on the cost of performing a computational problem. The cost of computing 
1. INTRODUCTION 
is usually measured in terms of one or more computer resources required by an 
algorithmic solution to the problem. The execution time of the algorithm is perhaps 
the most frequently used measure, but other quantities such as storage space and 
circuit size also reflect, in part, the cost associated with a computation. Investigating 
the resource requirements of a problem can often lead to more efficient algorithms, 
and can provide a greater understanding of what makes a problem difftcult to 
compute. 
Computational complexity is the area of computer science that is concerned with 
establishing lower bounds on the resources required by a particular problem. Such 
lower bounds are usually expressed as a function of the number of inputs to the 
problem. Complexity results have traditionally been stated in the form of bounds on 
the individual measures of time, space, and size. Recent research [8, 13, 141, 
however, indicates that significant relationships can occur between these quantities, 
and the study of these relationships can contribute to a more complete understanding 
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of a problem’s computational costs. For instance, there may be a tradeoff between 
two resources, so that in order to reduce the use of one, a corresponding increase 
must be made in the other. Knowledge of such tradeoffs can be quite useful when 
selecting an algorithm for a problem, since it can indicate the values of different 
resources that are simultaneously achievable and the consequences of restricting one 
resource too severely. 
This paper investigates the tradoff relationships that can occur between the 
measures of storage space and circuit size for various computational problems. The 
algorithms we consider are restricted in the sense that they are straight line, i.e., they 
perform a sequence of operations in an oblivious manner, independent of their input 
values. Our analysis technique is to associate a directed acyclic graph with a straight- 
line algorithm, and then play the well-known “pebble game” on the graph to 
determine the space requirements of the algorithm (circuit size is measured by the 
number of vertices in the graph). Using this technique, we show that it is impossible 
to construct optimal sized graphs for the problems of straight-line merging and 
pattern matching when space is limited. 
The pebble game on directed acyclic graphs can be used to model the time-space 
tradeoff behavior of a straight-line algorithm. In the game, vertices of the graph 
represent operations of the algorithm, and edges denote dependencies between these 
operations. Pebbles are moved from inputs to outputs, and noninput vertices can be 
pebbled only when all their predecessors have pebbles on them. Space is measured by 
the maximum number of pebbles used on the graph at any time during this process, 
and corresponds to the number of temporary registers required by the straight-line 
algorithm. Time is measured by the number of pebble placements made on the graph 
to reach all outputs, and corresponds to the number of operations executed by the 
straight-line algorithm. 
The pebble game was introduced by Paterson and Hewitt 181, and has been used as 
an analysis technique in many areas of computer science. Savage and Swamy [ 131 
were the first to apply the pebble game to analyze the simultaneous time and space 
requirements of a natural algorithm. They obtained the result TS = L!(d) for an n- 
input fast Fourier transform algorithm by deriving a lower bound’on the number of 
moves needed to pebble the graph associated with such a straight-line algorithm that 
depends on available space. Tompa 1141 extended this result to obtain similar time- 
space tradeoffs for natural problems including the computation of a discrete Fourier 
transform. Associated with any straight-line algorithm for such a problem is a graph 
with certain connectivity properties between inputs and outputs. A pebble game 
analysis of these graphs yields expressions for the simultaneous time and space 
requirements of the associated problems. 
In this paper, we use a technique similar to that of Tompa to analyze the 
simultaneous resource requirements of problems such as merging and pattern 
matching when these problems are solved using a straight-line algorithm. Such an 
algorithm corresponds directly to a graph that must have certain connectivity 
properties (based on the problem being solved), and as Tompa has shown, these 
properties can be used to derive a tradeoff between time and space. In this paper, we 
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are interested not in the simultaneous time and space requirements of such a graph, 
but in the relationship that can exist between the size of the graph and the graph’s 
space requirement (the minimum number of pebbles required to place pebbles on all 
outputs of the graph). For graphs with certain connectivity properties, we are able to 
derive a lower bound on the size of such a graph that depends on the graph’s space 
requirement. This lower bound is of the form: graph size = B(Sn’ +‘I’) for an n-input 
graph with space requirement S, and can be interpreted as follows: If the space 
requirement of a family of these graphs is restricted to grow asymptotically slower 
than log, n, then the size of the graphs in the family must grow asymptotically faster 
than n log, n. Thus, graph families of optimal size O(n log, n) cannot be constructed 
when their space requirement is restricted too severely. This is a tradeoff result in the 
sense that certain values of graph size and space requirement cannot be achieved 
simultaneously. 
The lower bound we derive that relates the space requirement of a graph with 
certain connectivity properties to its size is obtained using a’ technique, due to 
Pippenger and Valiant [9] and Lamagna and Savage [6]. They prove a lower bound 
on the size of such a graph that is nonlinear in the number of inputs to the graph by 
relating graph size to the path length of an embedded tree. In our case, we take into 
account the space requirement of the embedded tree, and derive lower bounds on the 
depth and path length of a tree that are dependent on the tree’s space requirement. 
Incorporating these results into the proof technique outlined above yields a lower 
bound on graph size that is dependent on the graph’s space requirement. From this 
lower bound, tradeoffs between size and space follow. 
2. RESTRICTED SPACE IN BINARY TREES 
In order to derive tradeoffs relating size and space, we shall first study the depth 
and path length requirements of a binary tree with a certain number of external 
vertices when the space available to pebble the root of the tree is restricted. The 
binary trees we consider are extended binary trees [5], where Cl represents an external 
vertex, 0 represents an internal vertex, and L and R denote the left and right subtrees, 
respectively. 
The space requirement of an extended binary tree is defined inductively by Ershov 
[2], Nakata [7], and Redziejowski [ll] as 
S(0) = 0; 
S( fi ) = if S(L) = S(R) then S(L) + 1 
L R 
else max(S(L), S(R)). 
In this paper, we shall also use an alternative definition having S(0) = 1. 
For an example of an extended binary tree with each vertex labeled with its space 
requirement, see Fig. 1. The space requirement of an extended binary tree is also 
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FIG. 1. The space requirement of an extended binary tree. 
given by the height of the largest complete subtree that can be embedded in the tree 
[2, 7, 111, so that any extended binary tree T with n external vertices can be pebbled 
with space S(T) < [log, n]. 
A complete extended binary tree with n external vertices has depth (log, nJ - 1 and 
space requirement [log, nJ. If the number of pebbles available to pebble an extended 
binary tree is restricted, however, it is intuitively obvious that the depth of such a tree 
must increase. For example, an extended binary tree with n leaves and a space 
requirement of one pebble must have depth n - 1 (it must have a chain-like structure 
such as that shown in Fig. 2). The major result presented in this section is a 
relationship between the space requirement of an extended binary tree and its depth. 
We are able to show that, for extended binary trees with a certain number of external 
vertices, a significant decrease in the space requirement of such a tree must be accom- 
panied by a significant increase in the depth of the tree. From this result, we are able 
to derive a similar relationship between the space requirement of an extended binary 
tree and its external path length. In order to obtain these results, we begin by deriving 
an upper bound on the number of external vertices in a binary tree having a certain 
depth and space requirement. 
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FIG. 2. An extended binary tree with space restriction two. 
LEMMA 1. Let L(k, S) denote the maximum number of external vertices in an 
extended binary tree having depth k and space requirement S. Then 
L(k,S)= ,Ix, (51. 
Proof: First, let us derive a recurrence for the quantity L(k, S). It is obvious that 
L(k, S) is a monotone increasing function in both k and S (i.e., for k, > k,, S fixed, 
W,, S> 2 W,, S) and for S, > S,, k fixed, L(k, S,) > L(k, S,)). Let T be an 
extended binary tree of depth k >, 1 and space requirement S > 1 with subtrees T, 
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and T, having the maximum number of external vertices. Then both T, and T, have 
the maximum number of external vertices for their particular depths and space 
requirements (if not, then T would not have the maximum number of external 
vertices). Also, since L(k, S) is monotone increasing in both k and S, T, and T2 must 
have depth and space requirements as large as possible. The depth of each subtree is 
at most k - 1 and will be this large in trees with the maximum number of external 
vertices. Also, the space required by the two subtrees will be S and S - 1, respec- 
tively, since both cannot be pebbled with space S and have T be pebbled with space 
S; but T can be pebbled if one of the two subtrees can be pebbled with space S and 
the other with space S - 1. It folJows that 
L(k,S)=L(k- l,S)+L(k- l,S- l), k>l, S>l. 
Also, L(0, S) = 1 since a tree of depth 0 has one external vertex no matter how much 
space is available, and L(k, 0) = 1 since a tree with space requirement 0 is an 
external vertex (here, depth k is of no consequence). 
Here, we are mainly interested in L(k, S) when k > S, but it should be noted that 
the above recurrence holds even when k and S are chosen so that k < S. In such a 
situation, it is easily proven by induction that L(k, S) = 2k, which is what is expected, 
since a complete extended binary tree has the maximum number of external vertices 
when the space used to pebble the tree is greater than or equal to the tree’s depth. 
The above recurrence can be solved to yield an expression for L(k, S). We proceed 
as follows: Multiplying both sides of the recurrence by x”Y” and summing over values 
ka 1, S> 1 yields 
c L(k, S) xkys 
k>l,S>l 
= ,>&>, L(k - 1, S) X”Y” + ,,g>, L(k - I9 ’ - l)xkys 




c W,WkyS + c ys 
k>I,S>l S>l I 
+XY ,,z>, Uk,S)xkYs+ c xk+ c Y”+ l] 
] , k>l s>i 
= (x + xy) c L(k, S)xkys 
k>l,S>l 
+~,Yq+xY[pk+l]. 
Now, let F(x, y) = xk. ,,s> 1 L(k, S) x”y”. Then 
F(x, Y) = (x + XY)(JG Y) + (l/(1 - Y)) - 1) + XY(ll(1 - 4). 
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(We use the fact that Ci>oZ’ = l/(1 - Z).) Solving for F(x, y) yields 
qx9 Y) = 
1 _x’-xy [@+xJJ) (-&) + (&)I* 
Now 
1 k 
1 -x - xy = k)O,S>O = 0 s xkys 
(see [5, Sect. 1.2.9, Prob. 12]), so that 
xkyS. 
(See [5, Sect. 1.2.9, Part C] for details on multiplying together generating functions.) 
Then 
F(x, Y) = xy 
[ ,,&a, O&S ( j” ) xkys + k,&O (: ‘t :) xkysl 
+ xy2 ,,&a, O;<S (J )xkys 
= k>&l OS&-, (“; ’) xkys + k,i$>l (;) xkys 
+ k,i$>2 O&2 (“7 ’ )xkys* 
Equating coefficients of x”y” on the left- and right-hand sides, we have (where the 
first equality holds by inspection for S = 0 and S = 1) 
for k, 2720. Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 1 will state a relationship between the space requirement and the depth of 
an extended binary tree with n external vertices. The relationship takes the form of a 
lower bound on depth that is dependent on the tree’s space requirement, and is 
derived using the Chernoff bound to obtain an upper bound on the sum of binomial 
coefficients occurring in Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a binary tree with n external vertices, depth k, and space 
requirement S < log, n. Then, k = a(S - n”‘). 
Proof: 
Case 1: S > k/2. A binary tree with n external vertices obviously has depth 
k > log, n and S > k/2 > (log, n)/2, so we have k 2 log, n = $(log, n) n2”ogzn > 
$3 . n”‘. Thus, k = B(S~I”~). 
Case 2: S < k/2. From Lemma 1, we have n < L(k, S) = Co<j<s ( j”). To obtain 
an upper bound for the sum of binomial coefftcients, consider a random variable X = 
x, + *** + X,, where the Xi are independent random variables taking on the value 1 
with probability E and 0 with probability 1 - E (i.e., X has a binomial distribution 
with parameter E). The Chernoff bound (see [4]) states that Prob[X< S] < e-‘Sgx(t) 
for t ( 0, where g,(t) is the moment generating function of X. For a binomial 
distribution, g,(t) is given by 
g,(t) = (ee’ t 1 - E)~, 
and thus 
Prob[X< S] < c-‘Sek’o&(&e’+r-E)_ 
Since the exponent of the expression on the right is a convex function of t, the bound 
is minimized when the derivate of the exponent is zero, 
-$ [-tS t k log,(se’ t 1 - E)] = -S t k Ee’ ,“: _ e = 0. 
This is satisfied when t is chosen so that 
e’ = (1 - E) S/&(k - S). 
If S < &k, then (1 - E) S < e(k - S) so that such a negative value of t can be found. 
Thus, 
Prob[X < S] < exp 1 -S log e[$--;]tkb+--Et (;~c;s]/, 
and through algebraic manipulations, the right-hand side of the above inequality is 
equal to 
exp{k[H(S/K) t (S/k) log, E t (I- S/k) log,(l - ~)lj, 
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where the function H is given by 
13 
H(X)=-Xlog,X-(1 -x)log,(l -x) for O<X< 1. 
Now, for S < ck 
Ei( 1 - ~)~-j = Prob[X < S] 
< exp{k[H(S/k) + (S/k) log, e + (I- S/k) log,(l - &)I I. 
Choosing E = l/2, 1 - E = l/2 yields 
= ( 1 k < exp{kH(S/k)} o<j<s J for S < k/2. 
Obviously, H(X) < X log,( l/X) so that 
explWS/W < expNS/k) log,(k/S)l = (k/S)‘. 
Thus, (k/S)’ > n, the number of external vertices in the binary tree, so that 
k > Sn’IS, i.e., k = R(S~I’/~) when S < k/2. Q.E.D. 
The result of Theorem 1 is also true for extended binary trees whose external 
vertices require one pebble (S(0) = 1 in the definition of space requirement). This 
follows since, for such a binary tree T with n external vertices, depth k, and space 
requirement S, an argument similar to that in Lemma 1 shows that n Q 
CoGj<s_, (; ), and an argument similar to that in Theorem 1 shows that n < 
(k/(S - l))“(‘-‘), i.e., k > (S - 1) n “(‘-‘). Since S - 1 > S/2 and l/(S - 1) > l/S 
for S > 2, we again have k = a(Sn”“). Taking this fact into account, the results 
presented in the remainder of Section 2 and in Section 3 are seen to be valid using 
either definition of space requirement for an extended binary tree. 
COROLLARY 1. For a family of extended binary trees {T,,}, where T,, has n 
external vertices, depth k, and space requirement S, if S = o(log, n), then 
k = o(log, n). 
Proo$ If S = o(log, n), then S can be rewritten as S = log, n/f(n), wheref(n) is 
some slowly increasing function of n. By Theorem 1, k = l?(Sn”“) so that, for c a 
positive constant, 
Q.E.D. sincef(n)/2f’“’ + 0 as n --f 00. 
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Theorem 2 states a relationship between the path length and the space requirement 
of an extended binary tree with a certain number of external vertices similar to that 
derived in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be an extended binary tree with n external vertices, total 
external path length I, and space requirement S < log, n. Then I = a(&’ “I”). 
Proof If a binary tree with n external vertices can be pebbled with S pebbles, 
then there cannot be more than L(y, S) external vertices at levels less than y. Thus, 
there are at least n - L( y, S) external vertices at levels greater than or equal to y, so 
that 
I> Y(n - L(Y, 9) 
= Y(n _ eYmlY) ) 
> v(n - (y/S)‘). 
(Theorem 1) 
The value y = S(n/(S + 1))“’ maximizes this expression, so that 
IaS (-&)I” (n-&)=S' (-&)‘+“s 
=Sn’+‘lS (A) (&)“s. 
Both S/(S + 1) and (lJ(S + 1))“’ are between f and 1 for any value of S > 1. Thus, 
we can conclude that 
1 = Q(Sn’ + ‘I’). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. For a family of extended binary trees {T,}, where T,, has n 
external vertices, depth k, and space requirement S; if S = o(log, n), then k = 
w(n log, n). 
ProoJ This is similar to the proof of Corollary 1. 
3. GRAPHS FOR MERGING AND PATTERN MATCHING 
The main result of this section is the demonstration of a size-space tradeoff for 
rotation graphs, where a rotation graph with n inputs and n outputs is defined [9] to 
be a directed acyclic graph such that, for each rotation mapping inputs to outputs, 
there exist vertex disjoint paths joining inputs with their associated outputs. By a 
size-space tradeoff, we mean that when space is restricted too severely, optimal sized 
rotation graphs cannot be constructed. Thus, certain values of size and space cannot 
be realized simultaneously. 
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THEOREM 3. Let G be a rotation graph on n inputs and n outputs with space 
requirement S, and let size(G) denote the total number of vertices in G. Then, 
size(G) = R(Snl+“S). 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we can assume that G has indegree 2, since a 
graph with bounded indegree can be converted to one with indegree 2 with at most a 
constant factor increase in size (see [ 121). We can parallel the argument that 
Pippenger and Valiant [9] and Lamagna and Savage [6] use to prove a nonlinear 
lower bound on the size of rotation graphs as follows: There are n rotations that map 
inputs to outputs in a l-l fashion, where rotation Rj (0 < j < n) maps input i 
(0 < i < n) to output i + j mod n. Note that the inverse of Rj is also a rotation 
mapping outputs to inputs by the rule output i maps to input i-j mod n (input 
i + (n -.j) mod n). For each such rotation, there exist vertex-disjoint paths in the 
graph that join inputs to associated outputs. For rotation Rj, call these paths 
p0,j,***3 p,- I,j, where path Pi,j originates at input i - j mod n and terminates at 
output i. Consider the sum 
S(G) = c c c 1. 
O<j<n O<i<n u~P~.~ 
Since the paths are vertex-disjoint, it is easily seen that 
S(G) < n size(G), 
so that size(G) = a(S(G)/n). Changing the order of summation in S(G) yields 
S(G)= c 
O<i<n 
For a fixed value of i, the paths Pi,j that terminate at output i form a subgraph of G 
containing all inputs of G. For each vertex in this subgraph, we can find a single 
shortest path to output i made up entirely of vertices and edges in the,subgraph. We 
do this for an individual vertex by first finding, for each successor of the vertex, the 
shortest path from the successor to output i. Then the shortest path from the vertex to 
output i passes through the successor having the minimum shortest path to output i 
over all successors of the vertex (ties among successors are broken randomly). Once 
a shortest path from a vertex is found, that path is used exclusively in finding shortest 
paths for predecessors and ancestors of that vertex. 
Consider the set of vertices and edges contained in the subgraph forming all such 
shortest paths found in this manner. For each vertex in this set, there is exactly one 
edge in the set directed out from the vertex, since a shortest path from the vertex to 
output i must exist, and the above procedure will find at most one such shortest path 
originating at a vertex. From this observation, the set can easily be seen to have an 
extended binary tree with n external vertices (inputs of G) embedded in it. Such a 
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binary tree can be extracted from the set by eliminating vertices in the set that have 
only one edge in the set directed in to them. The resulting extended binary tree has a 
space requirement ( S, since its space requirement is the same as the set of vertices 
and edges discussed above, which is itself a subgraph of G. Also, the external path 
length of this tree is less than or equal to the sum over paths P,,j that terminate at 
output i of the number of vertices in Pi,j, since individual paths from inputs to output 
i are of shorter length in the tree. Thus, 
> c {external path length of an extended binary tree with n 
O<i<n 
leaves and space requirement < S} 
> nR(Sn It 1’s) (Theorem 2). 
Combining this with the fact that size(G) = LI(,!?(G)/n) yields 
size(G) = R(Sn’ + I”). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. Let {G,} be a family of rotation graphs, where G, has n inputs, n 
outputs, and space requirement S. If S = o(log, n), then size(G) = w(n log, n). 
ProoJ Combine Theorem 3 with Corollary 2. 
Since a family of rotation graphs of size O(n log, n) can be constructed (an FFT 
graph [ 131 can easily be shown to be a rotation graph), Corollary 3 shows that, for a 
significant restriction in space, optimal sized rotation graphs cannot be constructed. 
An equivalent statement is that any value of space that is an asymptotically slower 
increasing function than log, n and the value of size O(n log, n) cannot be achieved 
simultaneously. The theorem and corollary can also be modified to graphs on n 
inputs and n outputs that implement a set of m assignments (n/c < m < n; c is a 
positive integer constant), where each input is assigned to m different outputs by the 
m assignments (the binary tree produced in an equivalent version of Theorem 3 
would have m > n/c external vertices). Such graphs include displacement graphs, 
which form the heart of straight-line algorithms for the problems of merging and 
pattern matching (see Pippenger and Valiant [9] and Valiant [ 151). Thus, a result 
analogous to Theorem 3 and Corollary 3 holds for these problems: optimal sized 
graphs cannot be constructed if space is restricted too severely. 
COROLLARY 4. Let G be a graph associated with a straight-line algorithm for 
merging two sorted lists each of length n and let G have space requirement S. Then 
size(G) = J?(Sn’+“s). 
Proox By Pippenger and Valiant [9], the graph associated with merging two 
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sorted lists, each of length n, contains a rotation graph on n/2 inputs and n/2 outputs. 
Applying Theorem 3 yields the result. 
COROLLARY 5. Let G be a graph associated with a straight-line algorithm for 
matching a pattern of length r in a string of length n - r, and let G have space 
requirement S. Then, 
size(G) = fl(Sn’+““). 
Proof. By Valiant [ 151, the graph associated with such an algorithm forms an 
(n/3, 2n/3) displacement graph. Displacement graphs are defined in [15] and 
resemble rotation graphs in that they implement a set of vertex-disjoint paths for each 
displacement. By an equivalent version of Theorem 3, the result follows. 
4. SUPERCONCENTRATORS 
In the preceding section we examined the relationship between the size and the 
space requirement of the graph associated with any straight-line algorithmic solution 
to the problems of merging and pattern matching. The relationship obtained was a 
tradeoff between graph size and space requirement in that optimal sized graphs 
having small space requirements cannot be constructed. This result is the most 
general possible since it holds for any value of space requirement that grows 
asymptotically slower than the space requirement of an optimal sized graph. 
Another class of graphs that would be interesting to study in the same context are 
graphs with concentration properties. Such graphs are associated with any straight- 
line algorithmic solution to a variety of algebraic problems including polynomial, 
matrix, and matrix-vector multiplication. Furthermore, it is known that optimal 
solutions to these problems must be straight-line in nature, in contrast to the 
problems studied in Section 3, which have more resource efficient algorithmic 
solutions in other computational models (for example, in a branching model of 
computation, two sorted lists can be merged using linear time and logarithmic space). 
DEFINITION. An n-superconcentrator is a directed acyclic graph on n inputs and 
n outputs such that for any i < n, for any set of i inputs and any set of i outputs, 
there exist vertex-disjoint paths connecting inputs to outputs. 
Each output of a superconcentrator depends on all of its inputs, so if the graph has 
indegree 2, then each output is the root of a binary tree having n leaves (inputs) and 
depth .R(log, n). Pippenger [lo] and Valiant [ 161 discuss superconcentrators having 
depth O(log, n), but Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 show that this cannot be realized 
when the superconcentrator’s space requirement is small (a simple extension of 
Theorem 1 to trees with bounded indegree yields the result for superconcentrators 
with bounded integree). Thus, superconcentrators exhibit a tradeoff between depth 
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and space requirement. In fact, it is easy to see that any problem in which some 
output is dependent on all inputs exhibits a depth-space requirement tradeoff. 
Valiant [15], Pippenger [lo], and Gabber and Galil [3] have all shown the 
existence of n-superconcentrators having size O(n). Pippenger’s superoncentrators 
also have depth O(log, n), and thus have a space requirement Q(log, n). Theorem 3 
motivates us to ask a similar question regarding n-superconcentrators: does a small 
space requirement of o(log, n) imply nonoptimal size of o(n)? At this point, we can 
only conjecture that this is true over such a large range of space requirements (the 
argument used in Section 3 for rotation graphs cannot be applied since superconcen- 
trators do not have a “rich” enough set of paths terminating at outputs). Supercon- 
centrators do, however, exhibit a tradeoff between size and space requirement, since 
we shall show here that a superconcentrator with space requirement 2 must have 
(nonoptimal) size Q(n’). This result does not follow trivially from the fact that T= 
Q(n*/S) for n-superconcentrators [ 141, since time can be an order of magnitude 
greater than size due to the forced repebbling of many vertices of the graph. In fact, it 
is fairly easy to exhibit a graph family having n inputs, n outputs, space requirement 
2, and size O(n) for which any pebbling strategy requires a@‘) moves. Instead, our 
argument is based on counting the number of noninput vertices in a superconcen- 
trator, a large number of which must occur due to the concentration properties of 
such a graph. 
In this section, we shall use the definition of the space requirement of an extended 
binary tree in which external vertices require one pebble (S(0) = 1). If G is an n- 
superconcentrator with indegree 2 and space requirement 2, then there is an extended 
binary tree rooted at each output. Such a binary tree must have a chainlike structure, 
as shown previously in Fig. 2, where external vertices of the tree represent inputs of 
the superconcentrator (we do not care that an input may be represented as many 
distinct external ‘vertices, since we are only counting the number of internal vertices in 
such trees). Vertices along a chain can have outdegree greater than one; such a vertex 
will be referred to as a splitting vertex and represents the point where two or more 
chains “merge” together (they have a common subchain). A set of chains with 
associated splitting vertices is illustrated in Fig. 3. We also formally define the 
following relationships between vertices in a graph. 
DEFINITION. A vertex z is a descendant of a vertex y if there is a directed path 
connecting y to z that originates at y and terminates at z. Similarly, vertex y is an 
ancestor of I. If the directed path joining y to z contains at least one edge, then z is a 
nontrivial descendant of y and y is a nontrivial ancestor of z. (We allow a vertex to 
be a trivial descendant or ancestor of itself.) 
We shall obtain a relationship between size and space requirement for a class of 
graphs having weaker concentration properties than do superconcentrators. These 
graphs are defined as follows: 
DEFINITION. An (n, m) - 2 concentrator is a directed acyclic graph with n inputs 
and m Q n outputs such that for any two subsets of i inputs and i outputs (1 < i Q 2) 
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FIG. 3. A set of chains. 
there are i vertex-disjoint paths directed from inputs to outputs that connect the two 
sets. 
The lower bound on the size of an (n, m) - 2 concentrator depends on Lemma 2, 
in which a lower bound on the number of descendants of a splitting vertex is derived. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be an (n, m) - 2 concentrator with space requirement 2, and let 
v be any splitting vertex in G having k >, 2 outputs as descendants. Then, for any two 
such outputs, there are at least n - 1 distinct internal (noninput) vertices in G that 
are nontrivial descendants of v and ancestors of one of the two outputs. 
Proof: Assume the opposite, i.e., that there are two outputs that are descendants 
of some splitting vertex v in G for which at most n - 2 internal vertices in G are 
nontrivial descendants of v and ancestors of one of the outputs. Each such internal 
vertex has as one of its predecessors an input of G (recall that G has space 
requirement 2), so that there must be at least two inputs of G, all of whose successors 
are internal vertices that are ancestors of u. Paths from these inputs to one of the 
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outputs must pass through v since v is an internal vertex in the chain-like binary trees 
rooted at the outputs, and the inputs do not have as a successor an internal vertex in 
either tree that is a nontrivial descendant of V. Thus, there is a set of two inputs and a 
set of two outputs for which vertex-disjoint paths connecting inputs to outputs cannot 
be found. This contradicts the fact that G is an (n, m) - 2 concentrator. Q.E:D. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be an (n, m) - 2 concentrator with space requirement 2. 
Then, 
size(G) = Q(n a m). 
ProoJ We shall prove that the number of noninput vertices in G is 2 
[m/2j(n - 1). The proof is by induction on m for a fixed value of n (n > m > 1). 
Basis: m = 1, 2. An (n, 1) - 2 concentrator must have a path connecting each 
input with the output, and thus must contain a chainlike binary tree with n - 1 
internal vertices. An (n, 2) - 2 concentrator is either two chainlike binary trees with 
disjoint internal vertices or contains a splitting vertex that has as descendants both 
outputs. In either case, the graph contains at least n - 1 noninput vertices ( a more 
careful analysis using Lemma 2 yields a bound of at least 2(n - 1) internal vertices). 
Induction. Assume that an (n, k) - 2 concentrator with space requirement 2 
contains > [k/21(n - 1) noninput vertices for k = 1 and 2 < k < m. Let G be an 
(n, m) - 2 concentrator with space requirement 2. If G does not contain any splitting 
vertices, then G is composed of m disjoint chainlike binary trees, each rooted at an 
output and having at least n - 1 internal vertices. So, in this case G has m(n - 1) 
noninput vertices. Otherwise, we can identify a splitting vertex in G, all of whose 
nontrivial descendants are not splitting vertices, and for which at least two outputs 
are descendants. Pick two of these outputs and delete from G all internal vertices and 
edges directed into and out of them along the paths joining the splitting vertices to the 
two outputs. By Lemma 2, at least n - 1 internal vertices are deleted. The resulting 
graph G* can easily be seen to be an (n, m - 2) - 2 concentrator, since the vertices 
and edges deleted from G are of no use in connecting inputs to outputs in G*. Thus, 
if NI(G) is the number of noninput vertices in G, then 
NI(G) > n - 1 + NI(G*) 
2 n - 1 + [(m - 2)/2](n - 1) 
= /m/2j(n - 1) = n(n e m). 
(by induction) 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6. Let G be a superconcentrator on n inputs and n outputs with 
space requirement 2. Then 
size(G) = e(n’). 
Proof. Since G is a superconcentrator, it is an (n, n) - 2 concentrator. Applying 
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Theorem 4 yields the lower bound size(G) = L?(n’). The upper bound 
size(G) = U(n’) follows from a simple construction consisting of disjoint chain-like 
binary trees rooted at each output, each tree having n - 1 distinct internal vertices 
associated with inputs of the superconcentrator. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has explored the relationship that exists between the resources of circuit 
size and space for straight-line algorithmic solutions to certain problems. We 
considered the problems of straight-line merging and pattern matching, and showed 
that it is impossible to construct circuits (graphs) for these problems having optimal 
size when the space requirement of an algorithmic solution is small. We also 
investigated the relationship between size and space for graphs possessing concen- 
tration properties, but could only conjecture that such graphs exhibit a size-space 
tradeoff over a wide range of space. 
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